Innovation in Lighting
and Industrial Automation
Optimize Production at Your Plant

Electrical Wholesale

Automation & Control

Custom Control Panels

Lighting Center

Vendor Inventory Assistance		

Providing Great Customer Service Is Our Priority!
1.800.523.9214

www.stokeselectric.com
marketing@stokeselectric.com

Follow Us!

Our History
From modest beginnings repairing electric motors and selling basic electrical supplies in the 1930s, Stokes Electric’s
history now spans more than 85 years. For over eight decades, we have established and maintained our position as a
respected industry leader, staying abreast of the latest trends and adopting the newest, most cutting-edge technologies
to ensure our customers have the competitive advantage they need.

1932

1970

Stokes Electric began serving customers
in the Lehigh Valley from its original 5,000
square foot building in downtown Easton.

After three decades of growth and success,
Stokes Electric nearly tripled its office space
in a new 13,000 square foot home.

1980

2000

As business grew and customer demand
increased we relocated to our new and
existing 23,000 square foot location in
Palmer Township.

Our services expanded as Stokes Electric
opened the One Stop Control panel shop.

Stokes Electrical Supply Company is a wholesale electrical distributor featuring a large inventory of traditional electrical
supplies. Our selection of electrical equipment and supplies complimented by our full-service, makes us the ideal
one-stop shop for Contractors, Integrators, OEM’s, and Industrial Manufacturing. Our energy-efficient, smart and
customized machine control solutions enable operational excellence in any industry.
In fact, we specialize in industrial automation and controls. From complex paper cup production to vast energy research
facilities, Stokes Electrical is in the business of modernizing factories with state-of-the-art automation technology and
offering them a new, more profitable and efficient method of operation.
From Traditional to Modern, Classic to Industrial, our Lighting Center is THE place for interior and exterior fixtures and
accessories for both residential and commercial use. Come visit our 6,000 square foot lighting center which features
over 1,000 lights on display. Whether designing a whole house lighting package or adding new lighting to an existing
room no project is too small or big for our Lighting Specialist.
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2017

		

Electrical Wholesale

		
		
		

Stokes Electrical is a traditional electrical distributor with wire conduit, fittings, lamps, along with a host
of other products needed to meet your electrical needs. In addition, we carry quality lines including
Rittal for your industrial enclosures and climate control systems, GE and Siemens for power
distribution and motor control equipment, lamps by GE, Kodak, Keystone Technology, Satco, Topaz,
and FME is one of many quality LED fixture manufacturers we offer. After 85 years of experience in
the electrical wholesale industry, our customers have come to depend on us to provide the most
innovative technology driven solutions.

		
		
		

Rittal
TS 8

GE
GuardEon

A freestanding enclosure with oustanding
value and modular capabilities for all facility
needs. It’s highly innovative and remarkably
flexible, the TS 8 is available in more than
100 versions off the shelf and comes in
carbon steel. Its modular construction
allows for easy assembly, baying, equipment
installations, removals and reconfigurations.

Smart. Reliable. Secure
GuardEon by GE is a low-voltage molded case
circuit breaker (MCCB) platform, designed by users
for global industry applications. The customerdriven design works in tough, real-world
applications with onboard diagnostics for excellent
uptime and with integrated ArcWatch safety
technology. GuardEon is built for the age of the
industrial internet. With its simplified and innovative
design, together with remote monitoring and predictive
maintenance capabilities, GE’s GuardEon MCCB empowers customers
to design, build and operate electrical distribution systems with reduced
risk and greater confidence.

GE
EntellEon Low Voltage Power Panel

Generac
Home Backup Generator

Simple. Responsive. Revolutionary.				
A more versatile alternative to traditonal power
panels. It’s power that innovates with the
revolutionary features of EntellEon. It’s sub-assembly
construction allows for easy stocking, and its
versatility means adaptability to future field
modfications - saving time and labor. Due to its mix
and match modularity, non-similar circuit breakers can
be installed across from each other. From assembly
to powering up, EntellEon is designed for flexibility in
the field.

A permanently installed Generac home
backup generator protects your home
automatically. It runs on natural gas
or liquid propane (LP) fuel, and sits
outside just like a central air
conditioning unit. It delivers power
directly to your home’s electrical
system, backing up your entire
home or just the most essential
items.

FME
Lighting VIC Series

Hubbell
Wiring Devices

The VIC Series is a round LED high bay luminaire,
which is designed to illuminate a wide variety
of settings, including commercial, idustrial and
retail settings such as warehouses and
manufacturing plants. With die cast
aluminum housing and polycarbonate lens,
the VIC Series provides durability and high
performance. High-efficacy, long-life LEDs
provide both energy and maintenance cost
savings compared to traditional, HID high bays.

Hubbell Disconnects with integral jog switch are another addition to the
Circuit-Lock® family of switched enclosures.
Consistent with the standard enclosures, they
are designed to withstand harsh environments
with exposure to water, chemicals, oils and
frequent wash downs. The three position jog
switch (TEST, OFF and RUN) provides users
cost savings by utilizing existing space in the
motor disconnect enclosure reducing parts and
labor costs, convenience by having point of use
control circuit to PLC within line of sight of the
motor, and added safety by allowing
maintenance personnel the functionality to
“Try Out” after LO/TO.

		

Automation & Control

		
		
		
		
		

Stokes Electric’s primary business is to provide automation solutions for large manufacturers who may
have complex production processes and require a high degree of efficiency and cost control in their 		
production process. We are able to bundle the resources and products of dozens of manufacturers
into a single solution that meets customer requirements and increases the ability to operate more
profitable.

GE
PAC Systems CPE 400 Outcome Optimizing Control

GE
Field Agent

Reliable, High-speed Performance. Analyze and
improve performance using Predix cloudconnected services. Advance Security- built in
cyber security prevents unauthorized activity.
Application Specific control- customize with
apps running ‘The Edge’.

A secure gateway between your operations and the cloud
technology is the critical link required in an IIoT chain for
cloud-enabled analytics. Field Agents provide a rugged,
pre-configured solution for secure data collection and
conveyance from the machine.

Horner
Automation Operator Control Stations (OCS)

GE
Quick Panel+ Operator Interface

All-in-On Controllers
The XL Series combines a traditional controller with
an operator interface, built-in I/O, networking and
removable mass data storage into an
integrated, all-in-one unit. Expand I/O
capacity of OCS All-in-One controllers using
fieldbus technology that can be installed
remotely or locally at the controller.

for the Industrial Internet
Connect people and machines smarter,
faster and easier than ever before.
Enhanced Productivity- high performance
with the intuitive user experience expected
in today’s increasingly connected world.
Enhanced User Experience- the latest
display and multi-touch technology provide
an exceptional user experience. Simple by
Design- operate and maintain without
IT support.

GE
FlexEon Enclosed Full-Voltage Starters

Weidmuller
Remote I/O U-Remote

The FlexEon series features non-combination
starters with class 10 thermal overload relay
protection, compact IEC components that are
NEMA-rated, phase loss detection, overcurrent
and short circuit protection in a robust design
that meets UL & CSA requirements.

An innovative remote I/O concept with IP 20
which focuses purely on user benefits;
i.e. tailored planning, faster installation, safer
start-up, no more downtime for considerably
improved performance and greater productivity.
Reduce the size of your cabinets with the
narrowest modular design on the market and
the need for fewer power-feed modules. The
technology also offers tool-free assembly, while the modular “sandwich”
design and integrated web server speed up installation, both in the
cabinet and machine. Status LEDs on the channel and each u-remote
module enable reliable diagnosis and rapid service.

		

Custom Control Panels

		

OneStop Control Systems

		

a subsidiary of Stokes Electrical Supply

Custom Control Panels Built On Spec, On Budget and On Time
n
n
n
n
n
n

Custom Panel Fabrication				
n
System Staging					
n
Network Validation					
n
Pneumatic Process Tubing			
n
UL Certification					
n
Network of Designers, Programmers & Integrators

Functional & Point-to-Point Testing
I/O Simulation
AutoCAD Documentation Services
Custom Enclosures
Custom Operator Terminals

Providing Complete Control Solutions
As industrial control specialists, we at OneStop Control Systems will build custom control panels to a wide range of
unique client specifications. We make PLC panels, computer control consoles, instrument panels, relay panels,
terminal enclosures, hazardous area panels, and motor control cabinets. Our varied experience with system integrators,
equipment manufacturers, machine builders and industrial end-users assures all customers that OneStop Control
Systems can build exactly what is needed...on budget...on time...every time.

Emphasis on Quality!
OneStop Control Systems has been building quality control
panels for over 35 years. Thorough, detail oriented design,
assembly, production and quality control by experienced
personnel are keys to our success. Every project is
completely tested before it leaves the shop. From a simple
pushbutton station to a multi-bay cabinet with thousands of
I/O, customer satisfaction is built into everything we make.

7263-69 Airport Rd., Bath, PA 18014
484.239.8029 phone
610.258.3246 fax

		

Lighting Center

		
		

For over 85 years, Stokes Electric has been lighting the way in our community! Our large Lighting
Center provides fixtures and accessories for any and every part of your home or office, all while
receiving the personalized attention you will not get elsewhere.

		
		

Come see our extensive line of quality brands which include Quoizel, Progress, Elk, Murray Feiss,
Sea Gull, James R. Moder, Maxim, Hubbardton Forge and Casablanca fans.

		

Kitchen Pendants

Dining Room Chandeliers

Indoor/Outdoor Fans

Bedroom Chandeliers and Sconces

Bathroom Sconces

Outdoor Lighting

From Traditonal to Modern, Classic to Industrial... We have it all!
Showroom Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm, Sat. 9:00 am - 3:00 pm

		

viaStokes

		

Vendor Inventory Assistance

Managing inventory can be time-consuming and labor intensive.

Now, viaStokes makes it fast and easy.
You have better things to do than counting your electrical inventory and making sure normal stock items are there for your
people. Let viaStokes automate the process with reliable, computerized systems.

n Optimize inventory levels and reduce excess product stock and
stock-outs.
n Improve control and organization of your inventory.
n Reduce procurement costs for frequently purchased items.
n Inventory delivered and shelved at no extra cost.
n Streamline your procurement process.
n Weekly visits to monitor your inventory to ensure program
effectiveness.
n Electronic reports used to measure usage and min/max levels.
n Customer part numbers utilized.
n $500 start-up credit when program is initiated.
n Highest quality manufacturers supplied.

Service is Important to Us!
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
				
					
			

Large array of stock available locally for your convenience.
Flexible inventory options.
Experienced service team available to answer all of your questions.
Free delivery within a 60 mile radius.
24/7 emergency response hotline, call #610-972-3479.
Non-emergency questions, comments and orders can be sent
to orders@stokeselectric.com or marketing@stokeselectric.com.
n Visit our Easton location for Counter service Monday-Friday 8am-5pm
& Lighting Center Monday- Friday 9am-5pm and Saturday 9am-3pm.
n Online account service available 24/7 at www.stokeselectric.com;
including bill pay, order entry, statement visibility and order tracking.
n
n
n
n
n
n

				
				 2 convenient locations:
Stokes Electrical Supply Company		One Stop Control Systems
3401 Northwood Avenue				7263-69 Airport Road
Easton, PA 18045					
Bath, PA 18014
P: 800-523-9214					P: 484-239-8029
F: 610-258-3246					F: 610-258-3246

Electrical Wholesale Manufacturers:

Automation and Controls Manufacturers:

Lighting Center Manufacturers:

